Matching Mission to Methods

A Campus, City and State Wide Initiative With National Impact

The University of Illinois at Chicago
What We Are Not

• Single college, single campus unit
• Outreach unit
• Service area exclusive
• Exclusively service focused
• Based on a medical model
• Unidirectional
OCEAN-HP Responsive Programming

- Aligns university actions to reflect its commitment to being a contributing neighbor

- Values life experience/local expertise and seek partnerships with citizens or community scholars.

- Sustains a supportive environment for dialogue to address communication barriers inherent in diverse cultures

- Maintains a consistent presence in the community

Core Principles
In 1993 the UIC resolved to direct teaching, research, and partnership resources toward improving the quality of life in Chicago and toward understanding how to improve the quality of life in all the great cities of the world.
UIC Office of Community Engagement and Neighborhood Health Partnerships (OCEAN-HP)

UIC Mission Driven

DISCOVERY

Health City Collaborative

Partners Initiatives
- The Center for Excellence in Eliminating Disparities
- The Center for Faith and Community Health Transformation
- The Chicago CTSA Consortium for Community Engagement

Professional Development
- Sharing What We Have Learned
- Faculty Dialogue
- Chicago Community-Based Participatory Research Network

Partnered Research
- blank
- blank

APPLICATION

OCENHP Partners Council

Community-Based Partnerships
- Community School Health Centers
- Chicago Partnership for Health Promotions

Community Relations

Community Capacity
- Illinois Research.net
- CHIWest

Student Engagement

EDUCATION

Research Engagement

SERVICES

Research Engagement

Translation

Research Engagement

Research Engagement
The UIC Office of Community Engagement and Neighborhood Health Partnerships is a Core Program of The University of Illinois Health Sciences System-Office of the Vice President for Health Affairs

Supporting high-impact research that improves the quality of life in metropolitan Chicago and other urban areas across the globe.
we bring together faculty and community scholars in mutually beneficial partnerships

OCEAN-HP is a major vehicle through which the UIC fulfills the mission of the Great Cities commitment

we sustain a responsive scope of involvement in geographically defined, and yet fluid boundaries
OCEAN-HP West Campus Office Under the Office of the Vice President of Health Affairs

BRIDGING EAST AND WEST

UICNI East Campus Office Anchored in the College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs
Through Diverse University Collaborations
WITH DIVERSE CITY PARTNERS
We support a network of community based partnerships and interventions designed to improve nutrition and reduce disparities in outcomes associated with nutritional diseases.
Chicago Partnership for Health Promotion
The Chicago Partnership for Health Promotion

Partnerships

**UIC Partners**
- UIC Medical Center
- College of Nursing Integrative Health Systems
- Thresholds
- Mile Square Health Center

**State and Municipal Partners**
- Chicago Department of Public Health
- Chicago Public Schools
- Chicago Park District
- Illinois Department of Human Services

**NPO & CBO Partners**
- Illinois Maternal & Child Health Coalition
- Health Schools Campaign
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois
- Illinois Coalition of School Health Centers
- Greater Chicago Food Depository
- Logan Square Neighborhood Association
- Community in Schools Chicago
- Faith Based Organizations
- Beauty & Barber Shops
- Senior Centers
With Citywide Impact

OCEAN-HP Partner Sites
Chicago Community Areas

OCEAN-HP Supports Programs in

- 80 Schools = 3587 events
- 96 Chicago Park District Parks = 769 events
- 40 Community Centers = 276 events
- 23 Community Health Centers = 195 events
- 7 Food pantries = 29 events
- 13 Churches = 36 events
- 33 other locations = 40 events

292 Active Sites  4932 Events

Illinois Heart Rescue is a collaborative effort among community leaders, healthcare professionals, emergency responders and hospitals to increase sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) survival rates throughout Illinois. SCA is among the leading killers of Americans, claiming an estimated 350,000 people each year. More people die of sudden cardiac arrest than breast, lung, colon, and prostate cancer combined. More than 90 percent of people who experience SCA die, representing a national survival rate that has not significantly changed in more than 30 years. We believe that survival rates can more than double within five years with your help.

www.illinoisheartrescue.org
The ILHR is facilitated by the University of Illinois Hospital & Health Sciences System
Improving Access to Affordable Health Care Through School Located Health Centers
Enhancing Individual and Community Capacity
Moving Theory To Practice Community Mental Health Program

A School-Based Interdisciplinary Partnership
Mentoring Students from Diverse Communities

OCEAN-HP Student Advisory Boards
Young Photographer Award
Summer Research Opportunities Program
Across the city
The Chicago CBPR Network
Focusing on Community Engaged Research

BRINGING RESEARCHERS TOGETHER

Across Universities
C3
Focusing on Institutional Collaborations

http://c3ctsa.org/
Disseminating Research Findings To Benefit The City

http://go.uic.edu/hcc
Making Research Matter
Disseminating Research Findings to the Community

HCC features one researcher each month sharing a summary of their work through social media and distribution

www.go.uic.edu/hcc
We work with investigators to prepare a lay summary of their work that will provide key findings and prompt action recommendations that improve the lives of the intended beneficiaries.
Promoting Strategies to Increase Access to Affordable Food

Urban Gardening

http://www.ceedchicago.org/
Sustaining Partnerships With Chicago’s Faith-Based Community

The OCEAN-HP Faith Initiative works with Faith Institutions of All Denominations Across the City

The Center is a partnership between UIC

Advocate Health Systems

http://chicagofaithandhealth.org
OCEAN-HP REACHED 1,467,787 INDIVIDUALS IN 2012
Every Year We Tell Our Story

The OCEAN-HP (formerly UICNI) Community Benefit Report is distributed widely

- Internal community
- Community Partners
- Current/previous donors
- Donors in development
- City, state & federal partners
- Local & national meetings
- Social media distribution
Matching Mission to Methods

Director, Cynthia Barnes-Boyd PhD, FAAN
The University of Illinois at Chicago